
Upcoming Workshops

Saturday, October 15th, 11:00am-1:00pm
@ St. Ann's - 419 Woodland St., 37206

Exchange of Ideas: Support
Discussion Topics: Family Support, Positive Family 
Communication, Other Adult Relationships, Caring Neighborhood,
Caring School Climate, Parent Involvement in Schooling
Toolbox Topic: Report cards/portfolio/Parent-Teacher Conference

Saturday, November 12th, 11:00am-1:00pm
@ St. Ann's - 419 Woodland St., 37206

Exchange of Ideas: Social Competencies
Discussion Topics: Planning and Decision Making, Interpersonal 
Competence, Cultural Competence, Resistance Skills, 
Peaceful Conflict Resolution

September 2016 Family Newsletter

Happy birthday to all of our ENHE family members who 
are celebrating in September! Special happy birthdays 
to our students Parrish Dean, Reuben Dixon, Daniel 
Dunlap, Ezacki Eboko, De'Aries Holland Jr., Alyssa 
Igbinoba, Gerald LeRoy, A'mahzia Readus, Genesis 

Vasquez-Ortiz, Kar'londa Weems, and Keyon Williams.

Special shout out to all the 
ENHE families who are 
reading with their children 
at home nightly!  In 
September, the following 
students/families turned in 
reading logs:

Eden and Elijah Carney
Michae Leggs
Vaniya Reid
Amare Forbes
Daniel Dunlap
Justice Jackson
Justin Robinson

All ENHE families - please 
log your nightly reading 
and submit to us at 
workshops, tutoring, or 
via text or email.  You can 
use our reading log or 
send picture texts, 
emails, or write the books 
and minutes read on any 
paper -  even the back of 
an envelope!
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Exchange of Ideas: Empowerment and Commitment to Learning 

Making sure children feel empowered to read 
and learn on their own is key. In our workshop 
this month we talked about six ideas that 
parents can commit to that will help their kids 
do just that: Valuing Children, Safety, 
Achievement Motivation, Learning Engagement, 
Bonding to School and Reading for Pleasure. 
Embodying these values in day to day life will 
help your children to feel empowered to read 

both on their own and with you, to seek help when they need it, and to enjoy 
learning individually and in their communities. We helped parents identify which 
of these values they are already nurturing in their homes and which are new ideas 
they want to try. When parents and families come together to embody these 
values, not only are individual children uplifted and encouraged to ready but 
whole school systems and communities are changed as well!

 
Toolbox Topic: Choosing a Just Right Book - the 5 Finger Rule  

Learning to read can sometimes be a frustrating process for young readers, but the 5 
Finger Rule can help! The 5 Finger Rule encourages children to open up any page of any 
book, and count the number of words on the page that they do not know. If it is just 
one or two words that are unfamiliar to them, this is probably a book that they can read 
on their own. At three unfamiliar words, this is a book that 
they will enjoy reading with an adult's help to learn new 
words, patterns and meanings. A page with four unfamiliar 
words means the book might be a tough one even with 
help, but ambitious readers with a bit of time on their 
hands can attempt it. At five unfamiliar words, however, 
this is usually a sign that the book is written at a level 
different than the one at which your child is reading—and 
it may be better to put the book back on the shelf until 
more foundational concepts are understood. Encouraging 
your children to use the 5 Finger Rule will help make sure 
that they enjoy the reading and learning process rather 
than get frustrated by it—and it will probably save parents 
some frustration as well!



For our September focus on 'Empowerment and Commitment to Learning,' the Nashville Public Library's 
Bringing Books to Life came to celebrate the partnership we had this summer at our Ross ELC summer 
program. They read many fun books to us, including ''I Want My Hat Back by Jon Klassen.'' In the book, 
a bear loses his hat and goes from animal to animal asking if anyone has seen it. At the end, the 
children have to make inferences on what happened based on textual cues.

We discussed the contributions we make to our families and communities. In the book, the bear was 
asking for help, and he also helped others. We talked about different ways we can help people at home 
and at school, and then discussed interacting at school and why learning is important.

Bringing Books to Life let us pick out a book to take home and keep.  If you weren't able to make it, be 
sure to get out to the library and check out all the great books they have to offer. While you're there 
try the fun scavenger hunt below in TRY IT ON YOUR OWN.
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KID’S CORNER
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East Nashville Hope Exchange 
419 Woodland St.  
Nashville, TN 37206                 
 www.enhopeexchange.org 
eastnhe@gmail.com 
615-254-3534 

 Facebook: facebook.com/eastnashvillehopeexchange 
 Twitter & Instagram: @EastNHE 
Remember to link your Kroger card with  
ENHE at krogercommunityrewards.com  
to help us grow every time you shop.

McKenzie Brown joined East Nashville Hope Exchange last year. McKenzie is 
in the second grade. In addition to reading at ENHE, McKenzie reads with her 
family as much as possible. The things McKenzie likes most about ENHE are 

the students and the friends she makes. Her parents love the improvement that 
each child makes. Besides reading, McKenzie loves dancing, and her family 

loves dancing together, cooking, eating out, and having fun. The Brown family 
loves supporting each other, and they are celebrating right now because 

McKenzie's mom just got a new job!

FAMILY�SPOTLIGHT:�

McKenzie Brown's Family 
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